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developed by the National Student
Association (NSA) last fall. NSA sent
a delegation to North Vietnam where
delega'tes conferred with North
Vietnamese women's government
and student groups. A delegation of
14 was blocked from entering South
Vietnam by the Saigon government.
However, one advance delegate in
"James Bond" fashion managed to
enter South Vietnam and was able to
confer with Catholic, Buddhist,
South Vietnamese veterans and
student groups. Having obtained the
views of Vietnamese people, North
and South, NSA produced the
"People's Peace Treaty."
The treaty has become the banner,
the focal point, of the peace
movement this spring. The State
Department has replied to twisting
the meaning and playing semantical
games (N.M. Lobo, April 16). The f
The Lobo's endorsements are
State Department says to emphasize
difficult
to issue. It involves
its disapproval, that the treaty does
accurately
prophesying student
not differ from what the North
Vietnamese have repeatedly stated in needs in the coming year, major
Paris. And maybe so, but then on problems at UNM and then rather
loftily picking and choosing among
what side is that reflection?
the
candidates.
On April 28, the peace treaty will
it seems necessary for the
Albeit,
be voted on by the UNM student
body. The war goes on and on, and paper to commit itself, so students
the government won't stop the war; know where it stands and can judge
it accordingly.
maybe the people can.
Based on interviews conducted
Vote Wednesday for the People's with candidates for the two top
Peace Treaty.
positions, their campaign statements
Bob Bady for and previous knowledge of the
Wax Resisters League candidates, The Lobo offers the

editorial

letters

Lobo

Endorses

'Violaciones'
To the Editor:
Me gustaron mucho sus comentos
titulados 'Violaciones de
Tradiciones' que trataban con las
invasiones por la policia de la prensa
libre. (Edtl. 15 abril1971). Yo estoy
de acuerdo con Vd.: el derecho de
cada ciudadano de expresarse no se
deberia ser quitado por nadie, pero s(
lo es. Hoy parece que comienzan los
que van a oprimir a su grupo de
gente. Nosotros podemos sentirlo
mucho por Vds.-que ya se les va
llegando las mismas opresiones que
nosotros hemos conocido por
muchos anos. Miren que el pueblo
Chicano s( ha experimentado estar
sin poder expresarse y este prvilegio
no lo hemos conocido muy bien.
Nosotros nunca hemos usado una
prensa libre. Todas han estado
dominadas por negocios grandes o
por el radio "free" americas, los
cuales se dedican no a servir a!
puebio, sino a serlo receptor de su
propaganda.
El 7 de abril tuvimos una junta
con la "Student Pub. Board" y noten
que para nosotros no bubo prensa
libre. Nadie hizo reporte de esas
noticias. Nada se mensibno que le
pedimos pagina del peri6dico para
poder expresarnos en espanol. No
sera que tambien Vd. tendril' sus
intrucciones del silletero? Porque
estan encontra de los Chicanos?
Porque quieren Vds. que nosotros no
nos exprecemos? QuEl no piensan que
si V ds. nos qui tan el privilegio de
hacer noticias hoy, no se les negara
tambien a Vds. en los dias que sigen?
Y si es verdad que Vds. siempre
reportan en un modo sin sensurar,
?porque no han escrito ni un pelo de
nuestra historita? Hoy en dia no hay
donde pueda el Chicano expresarse,
ojahi'que a Vds. no les pase asf. Si la
prensa libre es la sena major de la
libertad, donde estaremos nosotros
los Mexicanos. Si el Lobo sigue
sirviendo nomas su pandilla pequena
y no desea servir a todos los alumnos
Los Chicanos no deben de pagar
tampoco. Yo sere el primero que
pedire mi reembolso. No sera' que la
prensa qui niega hoy, sera negada
manana?
Cipriano Griego
Devious Tactics
To the Editor:
The dismissal of Carl Jackson as
student activities director is clearly
another example of backdoor,
devious tactics by this University's
administration. We are in full
support of Black Student Union's
demands for the publicity of the
entire case and grounds for Jackson's
dismissal and are in support of his
immediate reinstatement. We will
support all action to see that Carl
Jackson is granted justice L>1 this
case.
Juan Abeyta for United
Mexican-American Students (UMAS)
Margaret Garcia for
Las Chicanas

Peace 'freaty
To the Editor:
The "People's Peace Treaty" is the
attempt of the peace movement to
state specifically what is a just end to
the war. This document is being
presented to the American people
and the American government.
The People's Peace Treaty was

Loy, O'Guinn

following endorsements:
Dav'id Loy, president; Jack
O'Guinn, vice president.
Loy's primary qualification is his
experience. As chairman of Senate
Finance Committee, he has
weathered the funding disputes and
arguments on alternative theories of
what a student government should
be. He is developing a talent as a
mediator, an extremely useful talent
for ASUNM executives.
0 'Guinn has served well as a
senator, he has done his
"homework" on bills and
participated in committee work. He
is open to all opinions. His
hardheaded attitude toward auditing
of student fund~ and accountability
of senators sounds good.
,.
Student govemment has had
organizational difficulties this year.
Several important committees have
not functioned, more have been held
up in their work because they have
lacked members.
.
The Senate has suffered from a
serious lack of communication and a
lack of discussion on upcoming
legislation between Wednesday
meetings.
Ethnic and special interest lines
have been clearly drawn. It is now up
to some. practical people to attempt
~o eqmtably balance the special
mterests. Those practical people are
Loy and O'Guinn.
Casey Church
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Only4500 Students Return Course Requests

Apathy May Kill Pre-Registration

'Now All That Nonsense Is Over You Can Collect This Piece Of Trash, Too!'

,,

Nizhoni Dances

If The
Shoe Fits
By BARBARA MORGAN
The shoe really fits this time and
it's tight -too tight for comfort.
After having completed four years
of classes, relevant and inance, I was
classified by my college as a senior.
Seniors usually graduate but this one
won't at least not until August.
This predicament is a hidden fear
harbored by many students entering
the University after they confront
the ominous bulletin that lists in a
chaotic jumble, the requirements for
being a bonafide degree holder, i.e.
intellectual.
In January of this year I received
through the mail one of UNM's cute
notices that appear in the mailboxes
of us all at periodic intervals.
This notice was different than
th,!:! others. It didn't give me my
grades, usually incorrect, or bill me
for a nurisng course I never took. It
actually said that I might graduate.
At least I thought it did.

Since much of the information the that official declaration ot
University has sent me has been intelligence -a degree.
.
wrong I should have suspected.
Meanwhile back at the college, the
Besides that, the UNM bulletin says sweet old lady kept telling me not to
in stark black and white that each get upset. Me? Upset? Why should I
student is completely responsible for get upset? It will only cost me three
completing the requirements for a · months more out of my life and
degree.
$105 I haven't got.
Well what can one think when a
The moral remains, and I give it to
notice arrives that states "Upon my fellow students out of sympathy
completion of present program, will and pity.
lack 0." The little paper also listed
If you are planning to graduate,
"completion date, June 71'."
call your college and find out for
Tqe family was thrilled. Imagine ?ure. Don't believe seemingly
that, "She made it." The bubble mnocent documents that come in
soon burst. When calling for the mail. Find out for yourself.
commencement instructions, I was
Taking this advice can be
told by a sweet voice that I wasn't dangerous, however. A friend of
on the list of graduating seniors.
mine did call her college and she like
The hysteria of the desperate was me isn't getting out of this pla~e in
upon me. Rushing to the college June. Finding out now may be better
with my transcript in hand I was
than later so check up on your status
greeted cheerfully by a sweet old or you may find yourself in the same
dame who patiently showed me that, boat I'm in, and it's sinking - fast.
sure enough, some hieroglyphic
marking . on the bottom of the
aforementioned notice indicated I
have five credit hours to complete.
These hours could be in
underwater basketweaving, or the
effects of gothic architecture on the
Papago Indians; i~ doesn't matter. As
long as my body occupies a seat in
two classes this summer, I will earn

Rhythmic rattle of gourds
marks rehearsal for these members
of the Nizhoni dancers, who will
perform during the 16th annual
scholarship drive for the Kiva
Club at 7:30 p.m. May 1 in
Johnson Gym. The dancers are (1.
to r.) Bernie Chato, Laura Tohi
and Carri Washburn. See related
story page 4.

By EVERETT ROBINSON
- .. _students, jm1iors, sophomores-~nd
U N M ' s s c h e m e f or freshmen. Order within each
pre-registration may meet an early group is determined by the time
death unless more students return the course request card is
their course request cards before returned.
noon, May 1.
But like someone once said
AJ3. of 3 p.m. yesterday, only "The best laid plans of mice and
4250 students had returned their men often go astray." And like
cards. With the deadline only four this proverb, student apathy may
days away, the registrar's office just eliminate the many long
had expected 10,00 to 12,000 hours consumed compiling the
packets back. In desperation, pre-reg system.
plans are being made to abandon
The outcropping of that work
pre-registration (pre·reg) and is a simple · to - fill- out
resort to mass enrollment in computer card which eliminates
Johnson Gym.
the long lines of the Johnson Gym
Assistant Registrar Robert shuffle. In fact, many students
We a v e r I as t week to I d have expressed doubts that such
administrators "No objectives of an easy system could replace the
the new system can be realized if hassles of mass enrollment.
only a meager percentage of
But administrators are puzzled.
currently enrolled students reply. Why haven't students returned
A frustrating mass registration at their course requests? Several
Johnson Gym will again be the deans expressed the old axiom
result."
"undergraduates always postpone
The whole idea of pre-reg is to assignments until the last
determine student demand for a minute."
course early enough to make
lise Gay, an assistant dean of
practical adjustments in class education, said students will not
offerings to fit the demand. be notified of acceptance into
Priority for enrollment would be COE until after the May 1 pre-reg
given to seniors, then grad deadline. She suggests students

__ ,

-

-·-·

who have taken the screening test,
sign up for classes in areas other
than education. Since these classes
generally have small enrollments,
the students "should sign up for
these, at least guaranteeing some
classes. If they passed screening,
there will be plenty of room in
upper division classes to add in
after classes begin."
D.C. McRae, assistant dean of
~the College of Fine Arts, warned
his students to get their course
requests in. Under the priority
system, a non·fine arts student
could bump an art student from a
class.
He said "Here's an ideal·
opportunity for students to avoid
the mess of mas~ registration." He
has requested his faculty to urge
students to cooperate with the
new system and get their cards in
before the deadline.
Deans Robert Rehder, Business
and Administrative Sciences, and
Richard Dove, College of
Engineering, have also sent memos
to their faculty reminding
students of the approaching
deadlines.
(Tomorrow: What happens now?)

Today's Vote Will Elect Poll to Confirm W a.ge Inequities
A1nong UNM's Non-A-cademic Women Employes
President Ten Senators
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ASUNM students today will
choose between presidential
candidates Linda Callaway, David
Loy and Ken White in the
ASUNM general elections.
Leslie Burger, John Gonzales,
Sam Johnson and Jack O'Guinn
are contenders in the vice
presidential race.
The 18 Senate candidates
running for 10 Senate vacancies
are: Janice Arnold, Dave Bruer,
Roger Chavez, Arlene Cinelli,
Diane Frasher, Gerald Herrera,
Charles Hickham, Dolly Juarez,
John Koogler, Tore Knos, Dale
Koop, Victoria Looney, Louis
Mascarenas, Ervin Michael,
Stanley Mosley, Benjamin
Prinkley, Denl1is Ray and J 011
Smith.
In addition, students will vote
whether to approve a proposed
new ASUNM Constitutiol1 and
11ext year's ASUNM budget.
Students also will be asked to
vote on a referendum issue which
will gauge student response to a
proposed "joint treaty of peace
between the people of the United
States, North Vietnam and South
Vietnam."
election will be the gnrage of
President Ferrel Heady's house,
the Union, Hokona lobby or the
engineering complex from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. today.

Wedn.esday, April28, 1971

The garage will contain four
voting machines; the Union 10
machines; Hokona three machines
and the engineE'ring complex two
machines. Students must present
UNM ID's to vote.
Students will vote today on
approval of a proposed
$239,873.73 ASUNM budget for
next year.
The budget, approved last week
by Senate, is an increase of
$27,000 over this year's budget.
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
had recommended $239,220 in
funding for next year, but
although Senate's total was close
to Nelson's, Senate recommended
funding in different areas. Campus
organizations originally requested
funding totalling more than
$347,000.

King at UNM
Gov. Bruce King will be
on campus today for a
meeting with faculty
members, following up on
previous meetings in Santa
Fe.
Tony Anaya,
administrative aide to the
governor, said the UNM
Board of Regents had also
been invited to attend.

The University's non-academic
women employes are being polled
this week to confirm or
disapprove "suspicions of wage
and benefit inequities," said
Renee Grundy, anthropology
department secretary.
Grundy, one of the organizers
of an eight-women ad hoc
committee of UNM employes,
said the group was brought
together by the Women's
Coordinating Center.
They decided to send the
questionnaire to the University's
non-academic women employes
because "among the eight women
on the committee we found that
all of us had problems with one or
more of the areas included on the
questionnaire."
Some categories on the
questionnaire ask if employes feel
that their salaries are
commensurate with the duties and
responsibilities of the job, if
grievr.nces with the UNM
personnel department have been
solved satisfactorily, if
departments would hire and grant
leaves of absence to pregnant
women and if staff workshops to
he I p employes improve
communication with other
workers are worthwhile?
The committee has sent about
60 0 of the forms to women
working all over campus. "We got

the names from th· University
telephone book because employes
names were not available. The
personnel office had salaries listed
with names and said this was not
public information," added
Grundy.
The committee plans a meeting
April 29, with Lawrence Yehle,
UNM personnel director, to
discuss statistical results of the
questionnaire and respondents'
comments.
Asking women who received
the questionnaire to return them
before Thursday, Grundy said
"we have had a good response to
the project," and hope to have
"facts" to present at the Thursday
meeting with Yehle.
If the results of the
questionnaire are good enough,
Grundy said the committee hopes
to form an association of women
in non-academic University jobs.
Since Grundy said she felt there
was already evidence of women's
salary and fringe benefit
inequities, the association would
also try to set up better channels
for reviewing grievances.
Although Grundy didn't know
the exact number of returned
questionnaires, she termed the
response "good." However, she
said, "some of the forms were
sent to maids and cooks in care of
t.he supervisors. Since we haven't

gotten any response from these
women I wonder if they ever
received them."
The women on the ad hoc
committee sponsoring the
questionnaire are workers for the
English, sociology, and
anthropology departments, the
School of Medicine and the UNM
library.

Jackson Will Confer
With Ferrel Heady
In Reinstatement Bid
In Director of Student
Activities Carl Jackson's bid for
reinstatement, he will meet today
(Wednesday) with President Ferrel
Heady, Harold Lavender, vice
president of student affairs, and
Lawrence Yehle, director of
personnel, to determine "whether
I'll make a formal appeal,"
Jackson said.
Heady said,. "I am talking with
him (Jackson) and Dr. Lavender
011 an informal basis. Until that's
done, no one knows what is going
to happen,"
Jackson had no further
comments on the outcome of his
reinstatement bid.
Jackson was notified recently
that his contract has not been
renewed. He has until July 1 to
make a formal appeal.
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Gown Option Gets Poor Reaction
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lssnes lJ!lust Be Settled in Political Arena
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Ecology Activist Offers Solutions
By JUDY GONZALES
"People are sick of hearing
about environmental issues, but
they are also sick of
environment," said Garrett De
Bell, ecology activist at a news
conference Friday afternoon at
the Sunport. With Earth Week
drawing to a close, De Bell talked
about solutions to environmental
problems through politics later in
the evening on campus.
De Bell has taken an activist
approach in seeking answers to
the ecological question. "An
understanding of the
environmental crisis has not yet
been achieved, consequently
legislation is imiffecLive while the
public remains truly uninformed."
De Bell said h'e disagrees with
the .current panacea offered by
government and industry. "The

Nixon plan for example, ignores
population as a factor threatening
the environment. Also, the use of
electrical power is encouraged;
however the air is not getting any
cleaner because of it considering
the pollution emitted where the
power is generated.
De Bell maintains the
environmental issues have to be
tackled in the political arena.
"People must be informed and
recognize that there are
alternatives that exist to
ecological problems. Having been
informed- investigate what your
congressman is doing about it."
"The population explosion is
the most serious ecological
problem- population is growing
one percent per year. The rate of
growth is placing a serious drain
on the environment," De Bell

Your Albuquerque
FTD Florist
3700 Central SE-256·35!H
214 Central SW-243-2266
7600 Mcnaul "NE-299-9528

Your mother loves you, no matter what.
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Send her a BigHug
bouquet, and send it
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said.
As the population growth
increases the problem of land
shortage aggravates the
deterioration of the environment.
''The need for food increases
while the ability to provide it
declines, resulting in more people
needing living space while the
availability of agricultural land to
produce food shrinks," De Bell
added.
De Bell criticized the current
life styles of affluent Americans.
"Only if there are changes in
governmental priorities and the
life styles of the American people
can the environment be saved.
The environment is deteriorating
at a rate of 6 percent per year and
Americans are the principal
polluters. Americans use 85 times
more resources than do Indians."
Some ecologists predict in 160
to 400 years all our energy
resources will run out. "The
recycling of waste materials is a
feasible solution to thwart the
dissipation of energy if
accompanied by a cut·back in the
use of energy. However, the
growing use of plastics and
dumping of nuclear wastes
impedes the process. Plastics, for
example are a source of mercury
pollution. Thus, we add to
pollution as we add comfort to
our lives," De Bell said.

One Person Responds to Mortar Board Project

j

One person has officially
responded to a Mortar Board,
senior women's honorary, project
to donate money for the rental of
graduation caps and gowns to the
UNM library.
The project was started by the
women's honorary to help tightly
funded. Zimmerman library buy
books and periodicals. Like much
of the rest of UNM, the. library
was not funded up to requested
levels and, "we will use any cap
and gown money we get to buy
the most needed library supplies,"
said David Kelley, director of the
general library.
The UNM bookstore is taking
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Dennis J. Ray

Dale Koop

The Lobo inadvertently mixed
up the pictures and names of two
Senate candidates yesterday. The
candidates are properly identified
above. The Lobo regrets the error,

Lobo Goof.
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~edical School Grant

UNM Group Helps Boy Scouts

To Double '7 4 Enrollment

More than $3.5 million has
been awarded to the UNM School
of Medicine by the federal
government to enable the
University to almost double their
entering class of future doctors
within four years.
First year funds in the
Physicians Augmentation Program
(PAP), totaling $468,191 have
been made available immediately
to get the program started. Large
alterations and renovations
hopefully will be ready for next
fall's entering class, said RobertS.
Stone M.D., dean of the Medical
School and UNM vice president
for health sciences.
The grant was awarded on a
national competitive basis to 27
schools of medicine and
osteopathy. PAP is authorized
A 23-year-old former student at under provisions of the Health
Russia's University of Vilna wno ___ Manpower Ac~ '?f.196S_,_fl~d th(l
organized underground groups grants ar~ ~d~1mstered JOmt~y- by
studying Jewish history, Ella the D 1 v 1s1on of P.h_Y_SJCJan
Tamshe, will speak Thursday at 8 Manpower and the DIVlslo? of
p.m., in the education building, Heal_th Manpower Educational
room 103
Serv1ces, components of the
Tamsh~, who is chairman of the National Institutes of Health .. _
Information Department of the
. The UNM School of Med1c!ne
Union of Russian Students in Will be able to enlarge 1ts entermg
Israel will speak on student life in class from 48 to 72 students over
the Soviet Union and Russian the ~ext_ four years. Plans are t_o
anti·Semitism
adm1t e1ght more students th1s
Tamshe a~d her family were fall, eight more . t_he following
given exit visas to Israel after year, and fou_r add1~10nal students
trying to leave fo 11
Th
each of the fmal two years of the
r
years.
e grant
humanities major had been
,,·
.
.
studying at the University of .
T_h•s will permit us
Vilna by day and organizing small 1~medmtely to take the ne;ct
study groups to learn Hebrew, e1ght students on the alternate list
Jewish history and about Israel by
night. The Soviet government
forbids the study of Hebrew in
An ad hoc committee calling
the USSR.
for renewal of tenure for John A.
Tamshe finished her education
Yeakel, assistant professor in
at the Hebrew University in 1970.
Business
and Administrative
She is currently touring the
Sciences
(B&AS),
will meet with
United States speaking on life
President Heady on Thursday at 8
inside the Soviet Union.
a.m.
The lecture is sponsored by the
Yeakel was denied tenure by
Jewish Student Union.
Dean R. R. Rehder of B&AS, and
Chester Travelstead, vice president
A dictatorship is a place where
for academic affairs, on April 20.
public opinion can't even be
A number of students are
expressed privately.-Walter
opposed to the tenure deniaL
Winchell
"One of the bases for student
opposition is that Yeakel was
Four Foot
awarded the outstanding professor
award by both Delta Sigma Phi

Ex-Russian Student
To Speak Tomorrow
On Soviet Education

Photo by Chuek Feil

for next September," Stone said.
"Seven of these are New Mexico
residents."
The amounts reflected on the
award for future years are
tentative and subject to enabling
federal legislation, the availability
of funds and negotiation of
detailed budget justifications,
Medical School officials said.
"This means that pending
legislation in Congress may change
the funding support base for
medical schools and we're
somewhat apprehensive about
this," Stone said. "This expanded
enrollment will put a definite
stress on our present facilities and
we don't feel the school is
permanently committed to larger
enrollment figures."
Stone said the faculty had
discussed the increased enrollment
for sume. time. hffor\l..deciding to
expand and that "although we are
a little concerned that this will
change the flavor of our
educational program, we feel it is
a necessary increase in terms of
the social needs of the country."
The Medical School's Basic
Medical Sciences building will
undergo three renovation
programs during the first year. A
satellite library and study hall will
be built in the basement area, one
of the two first- year
multidisciplinary laboratories will
be expanded to take care of the
student increase, and there will be
some expansion in the gross
anatomy laboratory.
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Two Locations
4a5 San Mateo NE
256·7241
Hoffmantown Shopping
Center
296-031.1

By DEANNE STILLMAN
A cage is defined by Webster's
as "a box or enclosed structure
made of wires, bars, etc., for
confining birds or animals."
After seeing "The Cage," a
one-act play about prison life, I
have decided that only a person
who !las lived in one h.as a right to
hate cops.
Written by ex·con Rick
Cluchey while serving time in San
Quentin, and performed by six
ex-cons who have consolidated
themselves into the Barbwire
Theatre, "The Cage" is a brilliant
and effective portrayal of life in
prison.
Any labels would be
ludicrous- what can you tell six
ex-cons about dramatizing prison
lifl''i
Onl' of thl' players said after
thl' performance that prison !if<' as
shown in "Th<> Cagl'" is
undl'rplay<>d because of possibl<•
cl'nsorship. But rv<>n though th<>
public crav<•s decrit, "Tlw Cag<•"
offPrs little. It does not salw guilt
feelinrrs.
The scenario of "Till' Cage" is
four men in a prison C£'11 c~ Doc
and AI who arr black, Hatchet
and Jive who are white. Doc is
AI 's lover and protector, Al is
serving time for theft and is
crippled. Hatchet is insane, named
for the tools of his trade, and Jive,
a young white ionghair chargl'd
with killing his girlfriend, is a new
arrival to the cell. Two sadistic
guards enter periodically to relieve
their hang-ups. Hatchet calls the
cell a "cage" because a cell
reprPsent.~ life; a cage represents
death.
The action in the cage centers
around the toilet, baptismal font
and seat of justice, around which
the men play their games, live,
lovl', hat(' and kill.
The arriv!ll of Jive triggers the
action as AI and Doc both try to
make him. Hatchet, who plays
God and judge, first cleanses the
newcomer with toilet water to rid
him of his unconfessed guilt; then
holds a mock trial to try him for
his unconfessed crime.
Doc is Jive's lawyer, and AI is
the prosecuting attorney. All the

AI"r Bags

·
A new protection for motorists
during a car wreck- inflated air
bags- will be discussed in an
illustrated lecture April 29 at the
UNM School of Medicine.
C. D. Gragg, chief of
engineering at the Aerospace
Medical Research Laboratory at
Holloman Air Force Base, will
speak at 7:30 p.m. in room 203 of
the basic medical sciences
building, 915 Stanford NE. The
public is invited.

Barry Ames
Barry Ames, a specialist in
Brazilian politics, will join the
UNM faculty this fall as assistant
professor of political science and
assistant director of the Division
of Inter-American Affairs.
Ames, who will receive a Ph.D.
this spring at Stanford University,
has had work published in the
"American Political Science
Review."

pomp and circumstance of the
courts is satirized by the presence
of the toilet, upon which Hatchet
stands and administers justice.
Jive's case is railroaded through
Hatchet's court; AI as prosecutor
wants Jive to cop out with a plea
of guilty, and Doc as Jive's
defense wants postponements and
recesses.' But Hatchet refuses, and
instructs the jury as "upright,
uptight, lily • white citizens" to
"search your minds and souls to
see that justice is done."
Jive is found guilty and Hatchet
gives the sentence: "Darkness
shall dim your eyes! And wither
your flesh! You'll rot here
forever, caged ..• a beast!"
After the trial Doc tries again
to seduce Jive, but Jive cannot
deal with homosexuality created
by prison life, and turns him
away. In desperation Jive
approaches Hatchet and begs his
forgiVImess, confesses his guilt,
but Hatchel won't listen, and
violl•ntly strangles him, "I have
done your will, YOUR WILL," he
tells the audience, then washes his
hands in the toilet.
Following the play was a
"confrontation" as the cast
answered the audience's
questions. Joe Dick, who played
Jive, said all prisoners are political
prisoners because the environment
creates criminals. DeDe F'ord, who
portrayed Doc, explained the
purpose of the Barbwire Theatre,
"It's a vehicle to make the public
aware of a penal system that's
been failing for 187 years. We
want social change because the
prisons can't be changed."

--·
FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM.

Pizza Slices 15¢

Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

You'll never taste
a colder beer.

Sending Boy Scouts from hope to be able to set a box up in
underprivileged areas to summer the Union," Scott added.
camp is the current project of
Anyone having donations or
Circle K, a service organization on needing more information,
campus.
contact Phil Scott at 243-2698 or
"It takes $20 to send one boy," Angus Macpherson, project
said Phil Scott, Circle K president .. chairman, at 277-3151.
"We're taking donations and
collecting aluminum cans. Every
$20 we collect we're matching
Political Science Course
with three of our own."
Political Science 443,
"We've been working with
these boys since falL One of our International Law and
members is a scout master, which Organization, will be replaced by
is of course extremely helpful," Political Science 342, American
Foreign Policy. The new course
said Scott.
"Boxes for the cans will be will be taught in the fall by Edwin
plaeed in the dormitories and at Hoyt on Mondays, Wednesdays
different fraternities. We also and Fridays at 10:30 a.m.

quantens
tcunqe

&

BaR--B--Q

I

SCHLITZ
$3.84/case
96c/6pack

Send a child ro camp

1
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Lightest pastel shadow
for highlights.

Soft, smooth pencil
for shapely brow,
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All Eyes Kit
Now there's a compact that holds
all you need for beautiful eyes.
The new Maybelline All Eyes Kit.
And it's specially designed for aU eyes
... in kits for blondes, brownettes,
and brunettes.
Each kit has a pencil for a shapely
brow. Three shadows with applicator
to shade, shape, and highlight.
Cake Liner with fine-line brush.
And a special feature, famous
Maybelline Ultra Lash
Mascara. All packed
into the most compact
compact there is I

Your Ticket to BETTER Student Government

This Ticket and u Vote for

o

John Gonzales for Vice President

Shop
Page 2

and Las Campanas in his five years
at the University " said Milt
Jenkins, preside'nt of The
Graduate Association of Business
Students.
Jenkins expressed disagreement
with the way Tuesday's story on
Yeakel was handled in The Lobo,
but declined further comment on
the question.

BankArnericard/Mast~r Charge

Haske

Old Town Plaza

No. 128

Shown above are two of the six
ex-prisoners who performed
Tuesday night in "The Cage," a
one·act play about prison life. The
action of the play centers around
four men, Doc, AI, Hatchet and
Jive, who are confined in a prison
cell.

Play Depicts Prison Life;
Former Convicts Perform

Yeakel Protest Goes to Heady

"-S,:anri

commencement.
Only Ph.D. candidates will be
required to wear caps and gowns
at the graduation ceremonies to
receive their doctor's hoods.
Opposition to the dress option
has been called to the attention of
John Durrie, UNM secretary. "We
had one girl tell us she was going
to cancel graduation attendance
because not all of the students
will be wearing costumes."
Although Durrie and UNM
President Heady have approved
the money raising project, Durrie
said "we hope students will decide
to wear caps and gowns and also
donate to the library because
commencement is one of the last
remaining vestiges of academic
tradition."
A bookstore employee said that
the he[!,viest ordering for caps and
gowns should be in the next two
weeks.

orders for commencement
costume rental and reports about
450 students have placed their
orders. A bookstore spokesman
said that the number is about
normal for this time of year,
The fee for renting graduation
costumes for bachelor's degree
candidates is $4.25 and for
master's candidates is $9.
A special fund has been set up
by the library in cooperation with
the money raising project.
Students who wish to donate their
cap and gown money can take it
to the cashier's office and will
receive a receipt to serve as an
admission ticket to

I

1.'

Entitles Bearer to One ( 1) Year of: Better
Student Government

Coronado Center

I

Gon~alcs for V.P.

!. .............................. ~..............................

Committee

The An est in eye make·up, yet sensibly priced.
•
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Kent Incident Deevened_Attitudes
.

A

Reinforced Support and Dislike of University

WITH MAX SHULMAN

(By th(! author of Rally RounrJ the Flao, Boys ••. Doble Gillis ..• flr, I

The Preening of America
Recent polls taken on American campuses by Time and Newsweek have revealed unexpected, and most welcome, results. Both magazines found that today's undergraduates, far from boiling with revolutionary fervor, are just as torpid as everyone else.
Joyous tidings, of course, but I must say that I was never worried.
Sure, life-styles are a little different on campus these days; nevertheless, I've always felt that down deep this generation clings to the same
solid values that sustained all their predecessors.
In my own college days, for example, the most popular aid to sociability on campus was precisely what it is today: Miller High Life Beer.
And, mind you, my college days were a good long time ago. I got my
B.A. way back in 1908. (My alma mater, incidentally, was a school
I'm sure you all know-the Wyoming College of Belles Lettres and
Commercial Baking, from whence, as you are undoubtedly aware,
came a veritable host of graduates who later achieved stardom in the
breadstuffs game-men like Darrell J. Inskip who invented rye bread
with caraway seeds; Irving T. Whitsun who invented the toothpick,
thus making it possible to eat rye bread with caraway seeds; Sol Bagel
who invented the permanent doughnut which bears his name; and
many, many others. Indeed, the list would be far longer if the college
bad stayed in business but, alas, i~ was killed by mold in 1921.)
But I digress. Even in 1908, I say, Miller High Life was a campus
favorite. In fact, it was popular even before 1908, for Miller has been
delivering flavor to discriminating Americans for over 115 years! And
today it is more widely appreciated than ever! And why wouldn't it
be? In 115 years no other brewer has ever duplicated Miller's flavo~.
Oh, they've tried to copy Miller, you can bet, but a fat lot of good 1t
~----did them. Since ·the very beginning Miller's superb brewing formula
has been one of the best kept secrets on earth. It has never been known
to more than one man-Miller's chief brewmaster-and he has always
been kept inside a hollow mountain in downtown Milwaukee.
But I digress. The polls, I say, have proved that today's college
student though he dresses in a homespun robe and wears chicken
bones i~ his ears, cherishes the same dreams and drives that students
have always held dear.

KENT Ohio (UPI)- A patch
of gray' grav.el su.rroupded by
rough timbers now marks the site
of the burned·out ROTC building
on the Kent State University
campus.
The area is called "Hyde Park,"
a compound set aside by the
University as a sanctuary where
everyone is guaranteed freedom of
expression.
It is somewhat symbolic that
"Hyde Park" is the only
noticeable physical change made
on the Kent State campus during
the past year.
Other things are just the same
as. they were after the fateful days
last year that made May 4 a
benchmark in the annals of
campus unrest.
A clean . 30-caliber bullet hole
remains in the modernistic metal
sculpture atop Blanket Hill, mute
testimony to the National Guard's
11-second fusillade which sent
ammunition spraying for up to
250 yards, piercing 13 students,
four fatally.
The attitudes of many
downtown residents, merchants
and officials toward the university
community apparently have
become reinforced.

Repair & ~laintenancc
on all foreign cars

·I

ing

lBt

*

*

*

We at Miller High Life are brewers, not social scientists, but this
much we know: whatever may be chanoino in this country, it certainly is
not taste buds. We will continue, therefore, to brino you the same delicioUs
Miller HiohLife. If you've got the time, we've got the beer.

Nizhoni Dances End W eel<
Of Indian Cultural Events
The Nizhoni Indian dances,
which this year will climax a week
of Indian cultural activities, will
be held Saturday, May 1 at 7:30
p.m. in Johnson Gym.
Nine different groups are now
scheduled to appear, but dance
coordinators said they hope for at
least 14. Among those scheduled
will be San Juan Pueblo, Taos Day
School, Old Laguna,
Laguna-Acoma High School,
Santa Ana, Isleta, Jemez, Santa
Clara Pueblos and students from
the UNM Native American Studies
Center.
Admission to the dances will be
$2 for adults, $1.50 for students,
and $1 for children in advance.
Tickets at the door will be 25
cents extra. Tickets are available
at the Union ticket booth, the
State Fairgrounds ticket booth
and the Native American Studies
Center behind the Afro-American
Center, 1812 Las Lomas NE.
Money from the dances will be
used for a scholarship fund for
Indian students. However, Indian
spokesmen stressed that as well as
raising money, the Nizhoni dances
and the cultural week are meant

to be educational, particularly for
non-Indians.
9oreign Car Specialis1s
"We want to have a whole
cultural week rather than just one
333 'Vvoming Blvd. ~E
night at the Indian dances," said
265·5901
free Estimates
Louis Baca, former Kiva Club
president.
Pre·Nizhoni week, new this
year, will include an Indian
market with crafts and foods on
the mall all day Wednesday
through Friday. Jewelry, pottery,
lltr ltlitnersthnitttl
.,..,
• 1 . . . . _ _ _ .. _
leather ~roods and Indian foods
<)p!!t:l<U LlUII WCC.t\.
will be sold.
"These people (Who will be at
the market) usually sell at Old
Town, and they are taking a
sacrifice to come up here and
display their crafts," said Glenn
Paquin, Kiva Club
co-administrator.
Students may also purchase $1
I
raffle tickets on the mall all three
days for a chance to win a Navajo
rug, a Zuni woman's watchband
or a piece of Santa Clara black
carved pottery.
Thursday and Friday noon
Indian dances will be held on the
mall. In addition, Friday from
9:30 p.m. to midnight a "49"
round dance will be held either on
the mall or on Zimmerman field.
~~-----.........__
"We generally don't do this
dance in public. It is mainly an
SIMMS BUILDING
247-4406
Indian social dance," Paquin
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
explained.
Indian speakers will also give
Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to SV:z" ~ 11
Computer printoufs.1 engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization
lectures on three consecutive
<.I> arts, oversized periodicals and books.
nights during the cultural week
_i
activities.
Louis Ballard, professor of
music at the Institute of American
Indian Arts (IAIA} in Santa Fe,
will speak at 8 p.m. Wednesday in
For Your Spring & Summer
anthropology 101 on "Tribal
Music in the Classrooms."
Fun-Relaxation-Exercise
Dave Warren, professor of
history at the IAIA, will speak
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Kiva on
Frisbees, Kites, Jumping-ropes, Tennis
•
' Oral History and the Indian
Rackets & Balls, Ping-pong Bats & Balls,
Community in the development
Badminton Rackets & shuttlecocks
of Classroom Materials."
Lehman Brightman, former
l4director
of the UCLA Native
Games-Models· Toys·N ovelties
.. American Studies who is
""'-- • considered an Indian militant, will
The Lass & Lad Toys
..,.... speak Friday at 8 p.m. in the Kiva
Jt
on ''First Americans- Last
3500 Central S.E. Nob Hill Shopping Center
lt Americans."
The lectures are free and open
1tf ... .... • to the public.

~uaturb

To illustrate, I recently visited a student commune at a prominent
Southern university (Michigan State). Now, I'll admit it didn't look
much like one of your old-fashioned fraternity or sorority houses. First
of all, there was no house. Everyone slept in trees, except for one girl
who made a hammock out of a discarded bra. In the second place,
meals were not served; they were trapped. And in· the third place, the
kids didn't talk about the usual things like life, sex, truth and beauty.
In fact, they didn't talk. They just sang "Om," holding the note till
they byperven til ated and toppled over in a faint.
But appearances are only appearances, as I discovered when I
started to interview these people.
"What are you studying?" I asked one young man.
"My navel," he said, and I was vastly reassured, for we all know
the crying need for new doctors.
"What do you want to be when you finish school?" I asked
another young man.
"A druid," he said, and again I was reassured, for as anyone on
Wall Street can tell you, forest ecology is the coming thing.
"Do you believe in women's liberation?" I asked a girl.
"No," was the answer.
"Why not?" I asked.
"I'm a boy," was the answer.
And so it went. And so I say to you again: worry not. Take away
the beards, the beads, and the buckskin, and you've got the same lovable freckle-faced achievers you always had, only naked.

"I feel attitudes have been of here. There's just too many
firmed up toward the st~dent~,'' me~ories. , . Sandy's room and
says Ed Glassner, executlve VIce all.
.
president of the Ke~~ area
Some thmgs have c~anged.
Chamber of Commerce. People
James A. Rhodes IS no longer
are more firm in their dislike or governor of Ohio, where many
support of the university. I don't believe he erred in crucial
think it (May 4) changed decisions involving use of the
attitudes, just deepened them."
National Guard. Gone also is his
And the year has not eased the Adjutant General, S. T. Del Corso,
grief for the parents of Sandra the National Guard Commander.
Scheuer, who met death with
Kent State President Robert I.
fellow students Allison Krause, White has submitted his
Jeffrey Miller and · William resignation, which he was about
Schroeder.
to do anyway when the
"My husband and I seem to be disturbances broke. He has stayed
getting worse every day as far as on to help the university rebuild
our mental conditions," says Mrs. itself.
Two key law enforcement
Martin Scheuer of Youngstown,
Ohio. "We're just bitter about the officers are no longer on the
whole situation. We're just sick scene. Kent Police Chief Roy
about it. We're under Thvmpson has retired, and
tranquilizers.
Donald L. Schwartzmiller, the
"It will never be the same," university police chief at the time
Mrs. Scheuer continues. "They of the shootings, has been
should have come and shot us too. relegated to a position at the
I just get these spells where I uniyersity golf course.
"Hyde Park" has been up for a
shake all over. Sandy was the
month, but the students refuse to
sunshine in everybody's life."
For the Scbeuers, the worst use it because the administration
may not be over. A tombstone built it.
will be placed at Sandy's grave in
No sound equipment is allowed
Cornersburg Jewish Cemetery in "Hyde Park," and thus far its
use has been limited to "a couple
May 2.
"That'll bring everything of theater groups and several
back," says the distraught mother. students who went there to yell
"I just dread this. We're trying to profanities," according to one
sell our house. We want to get out faculty member.
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Pitching Poor; Lobo Batting Still Good Spikemen to UTEP,
ThE> UNM baseball team is
puLLing together some pretty
imprE'ssive statistics so far this
season even though their record is
not living up to the hopes of
coach Bob Leigh.
The Lobos, 22·17, excluding
last night's twin bill with New
Mexico State, is collectively
leading opponents in all th;ee
major departments: battmg
aver age, fielding avera~e, and
earned run average (for pitchers).
Senior Bob Faford is leading
the team in hitting with a torrid
.445 average, and has shown that
he's hard to pitch to throughout
the two· thirds· old season.
Faford has drawn 31 bases on
balls, more than any other Lobo,

'(oa..c.k.

ro,nc..h
lf.D
Yn~e.

-

and his 10 strike·outs rates as
second from the least among the
regulars. Only freshman Ron
Adair (,355) has fewer strike-outs
with seven. Faford leads the team
in home runs (five), sacrifices
(eight), runs (52) .and hits (61),
and has appeared m all but three
games.
Behind Faford with a .427
. average. is Kenny Johnson, just
recovermg from an injury, and
third baseman Larry Minarsich,
with a .391 average. Johnson leads
the team in triples with eight,
while Minarsich is two away from
doubles leader Faford with 11.
Minarsich leads the I,obos in
REI's with 48. Minarsich also has
been fanned 25 times in his 138
appearances, n1ore than a~y other
Lobo , but leads the team m stolen
bases with 16.
Other regulars hitting more
than .280 are Armando Reyes
(. 297 ), Billy Smith (.293), a
freshman shortstop, and
outfielder Jackie Conners (.284).

DRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry·Ciecning
end Laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
I S.E.

Rick Wicks is hitting .402 in 92
appearances.
In fielding, the Lobos have a
.954 fielding average as compared
to .932 for the opponents, with
68 and 9 6 errors committed
respectively. The Lobos have
executed 17 double plays this
season, three more than the
opponent.
Sophomore Joe Waid, who
sports the pitching staff's best
record at 6·3, has also pitched the
most innings this season, with
over 65. Waid and senior lefty Jim
Kremmel have a combined 10·9
record for the season. Kremmel
has pitched 62 innings, and has a
4·6 record, even though he's been
throwing on a sore ankle (having
suffered a sprain several ·r;eeks
ago). His ERA is 4.45; Waid's is
5.10.
The Lobos face Texas·El Paso
for three games this weekend,
starting with a single tilt Friday,
and ending with a twin bill
Saturday afternoon. UNM
suffered three losses at the hands
of Arizona last weekend.

The Lobos took both ends of
the doubleheader against the New
Mexico State Aggies last night at
the Albuquerque Sports Stadium,
17-4 and 12·2. The victories boost
the Lobe record to 24·17.

Face League Power
'

\
\

Tom Ericson
The UNM track squad travels to
El Paso Saturday for a dual meet
with Texas·El Paso, the team that
is the heavy favorite to win the
WAC title.
The UTEP Miners have
recorded the best marks in the
WAC in seven different events
while the Lobos have the best
league marks in three. Both
schools entered big relay meets
last week with UTEP setting a pair
of records in the Penn Relays
while the Lobos came up with a
season best at Mt. San Antonio.
Lobo All American Chuck
Steffes won the triple jump at the
California meet with a jump of
52·0%, his second best ever and
the sixth best jump ever at New
Mexico. He will go against the
Miner's Larry Vanley who has a
1971 best of 50·11/2,

UTEP's Paul Gibson set a P~nn
Relay record in the 12.0 !ugh
hurdles with a 13.4 clockmg, the
best by a WAC athlete this seas~n,
and will be the heavy favortte
Saturday. New Mexico Rich
Mauck has a best of 14.1 although
he did have a wind·aided 13.8 last
week.
,
.
Miner strongman Vince Monari
set a Penn record in the shot with
a throw of 65·1 1h to lead the
event that should have been
dominated by the Miners. He wil!
be joined by Fred DeBernardi
(64-1) and John Birk€lbach
(60·0).
One of the top races should be
the 880 yard run which pits New
Mexico's Tom Ericson against
UTEP's Greg Jones, Ericson has a
league best of 1:48.8 while Jones
had a 1:50.3. UNM coach Hugh
Hackett may not have the services
of Reid Cole (1:50.6) who was
injured in the Drake Relays.
Hackett is still upset by the
accident which was caused )Vhen
Drake officials line up 17 relay
teams in an eight lane track. Cole
was spiked in the jam and had to
drop out.
Lobo freshman Walter
Henderson will face a real test in
the 100 and 220 yard dashes.
Miner Harrington Jackson has
raced to a 9.3 century and 20.8 in
the 220. Henderson had a 9.5
against Colorado and came back
in the same meet with a
non·winning 20.9.
New Mexico is expected to
place 1·2 in the javelin with the
pole vault attracting five 16 foot
vaulters led by UTEP's Paul
Hegler (17·1) and New Mexico
Ingemar Nyman (16·6).

I

~

I
'
!

finishes, competing in a total of
eight tournaments around the
country and in Scotland, head
towards the WAC finals.
Outstanding linkmet1 for the
Lobos who have com<> through for
Coach Dick McGuire ar<> Paul
Simson, Dennis Anderson, Andy
Boyd, Greg Harmon, AI Lovato
and Ron Ault.
BYU's Classie Golf tournamront,
will be the next lest for the Lobos
on April 30th in Prov<,, Utah.

Crafts Sale
A crafts sale of pottery, candles
and leatherwork, will be held in
the ASUNM crafts a.rea in the
Union basement from April 28
until the end of the semester, All
fa c iii ties for photography,
printing ceramics and all other
crafts will be open as usual.

Brahms
Johannes Brahms' Ein
Deutsches Requiem will be
performed in Keller Hall formerly
the Fine Arts Center Recital Hall,
at 8:15p.m. April 29. Conducting
both the chorus and orchestra will
be graduate student Greg
Wilcoxson.
The program is being presented
by the department of music in
conjunction with St. Mark's · on ·
the · Mesa Episcopal Church.
There is no admission charge and
the public is invited.

Life in Chile
"Social and Economic Life in
Chile," a color slide program by
Ben Severn, a former Peace Corps
volunteer, is sponsored by the
Latin American Forum and will
be shown at 7 p.m. April 28 at the
Honors Center.

GSA BLidget Hearings
The GSA Budget and Finance
committee will hold hearings for
1971·72 April 28. Any
organization desiring to request
funds should contact the GSA
office to make an appointment.

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per lime run. If ad is to
run Ovc or more cone~utivc dnYS wjth
no ehnngeg the rnro Is reduced to 5c
per ·word nntl the minimum number o£
word3 to 10.

1J

sui);iti,

ltiiJll JJC'O}J1e urou:td you and felt totally
.atone'! Come to AP.'orn. northwc.tt cornl.ir

of Mesn Vi3ta, 277·3013.
lH;LP SAVE AMERICA! Join the Americnn \"igilantcs! 1''\lr information-buy
and rend The Amerienn Vigilant-e by
Alaric Branden Press, 221 Columbus Ave.
Hooton, MasJ, 02116, $4.9G. 5/3
NO'.f .i~XACTLY 'fJIE SORT ~-,r~w~or71<
your motlu~r hnd in mind for you ~ •• m:~ll
the HAHD TIMES. Sec Grant at 115 B
Harvard S.E. or enD 255·9706. 6/3
NOTICE!AiL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by 8 p.m. to run the following day.

LOST & FOUND

4128

LoST: ·-L-E-I-,-C_A_C_A1.1ERA

April 14th. $26
to return everything, SG iC )~ou return all
the lilnl. Absolutely no questions. 208~

.. ----

LOST~SILVER

BRACELET, blue stones
reward 277-2584, 264 Zuni ncnr Universit. 4'28

3)

SEHVICES

PASSPOHT, application or ideutifiention
photo-:;, fast nnd inexpensive. Nc.1.r
UNI\1. Wthor call 265-2444, or come to
1717 Girnrd N.E. 6/4

sE\vi'Na:~ imAso:NA.n'-x-.E-.-11-1-n-ke_d,..rcss-e-s.
pnnt sultG, nil alterations. 247-3440. 6/3
Rlmms TO co:NN.-;;,:-p;,.t- ;~ny, E.;d
seme3ter. Dick 242-1507. 4/28

5)

eWINROCK
• NOB HILL
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One of the Good Things
the Trend Shops are into.

mut~teriQg Heig-ts
ANNA CALDER-MARSHALL • TIMOTHY DALTON
as Cathy

as Heathcliff

LOBO

• ·,

. .' ' .
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Sam Johnson, UNM pre·law
major and vice president of the
UNM student body, has been
named the Omega Psi Phi
Undergraduate of the Year for the
8th district of the black
fraternity.
Johnson was given the award at
the 8th and lOth districts joint
convention last week in St. Louis, ·
Mo. He now enters national
competition with the winner
scheduled to be announced at the
group's national convention in
Houston, Tex., this December.

Only 4 Days Left
The deadline for returning
pre-registration cards is noon, May
1. If you are planning to return to
'UNM next fall, and want at least a
chance to get the classes you
want, you must pre-register.
Material should be mailed, or
dropped by the administration
building (Scholes Hall), room 108.

Chemistry Seminar
Robert Dosch, UNM chemistry
student, will present a talk at a
departmental seminar April 28 at
3:30 p.m., in room 101 of the
chemistry building.
Dosch's talk on analytical and
other applica.tions of quaternary
ammonium salts is free imd open
to all interested persons.

Clothing Drive
A clothing drive for the Black
Beret Organization's free clothing
outlet will be conducted Thursday
in the Union lobby. A spokesman
for the Chicano student group
sponsoring the drive said usable
clothes" may be dropped off at the
table in the Union from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m.

ADVERTISING
WHERE: Joumnlism Buildinrr. Room
20.U. afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Derby Days

Supreme Court to Decide

I On Chastity, Birth Control

Sigma Chi fraternity will
sponsor its annual Derby Days
games April 28-May 1. The four
days of games are open to any
group of girls wishing to form a
team. Portions of the donations·
will be given to Vietnam prisoners·
of war.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Calling You
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll,
Wednesday, April 28
Mobilization Committee; Union,
theater; 11 a.m.
Gov. Bruce King, faculty~ Union,
room 230; noon
Pi Lambda Theta; Union, room 250
B;4p.m.
GSA Budget and Finance
Committee: Union, theater; 5:30p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union, room 230;
6:30p.m.
Cutter Flying Service Film; Union,
south ballroom; 7 p.m.
3HO; Union, room 231 A·C; 7 p.m.
Kappa Mu Epsilon; Union, room
231 D: 7:30p.m.
Sandia Grotto; Union, room 250 C;
7:30p.m.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Union, room
250 D; 7:30p.m.
Blue Key; Union, xoom 250 B, 8
p.m.
Seraphin Trio; Popejoy Hall; 8:15
p.m.

NEW YORK, N.Y. (CPS)-The
U.S. Supreme Court will decide
this year whether or not chastity
is legally enforceabl-e.
The court has agreed to hear
the case of birth-control advocate
William Baird, jailed in 1969 for
exhibiting birth control devices in
a speech in Boston in 1967, in
violation of Massachusetts' famed
"chastity" laws.
Baird, who has been imprisoned
in four states in his crusade for
birth control and abortion reform,
was released from prison one year
ago aftc;r a U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals overturned his
conviction. The Massachusett's
attorney general appealed the
decision, and the Supreme Court
has taken the case.
Should the court uphold the
appeals decision, state laws against
not only birth control and the
dissemination of birth control
information, but also the various
fornication and sodomy laws
could be declared
unconstitutional. All such
offenses are included in the
Massachusetts law as "crimes
against chastity." The court may

peqasus

Costume Shop

Alb. PreSchool Co-op
An exciting environment for your preschool or kindergarten age child.
Morning and Afternoon sessions.
Now Enrolling for Sept.

898.0598

rule only on the section of the law
as related to the Baird case, that
of birth control information, or it
may decide on the cntir<> question
of these rarely enforced laws
regulating the sexual behavior ol'
consenting adults.
Baird, who now heads tlw
Parent Aid Clinic in Hempstead,
N.Y., is lecturing on college
campuses to raise funds for his
legal defense. Should the highrst
Court revers<> his appeal, he will
face two months more in prison .

Old Town

Different

®
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606 Candelaria NW
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is coming
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POPEJOY HALL
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMM!TIEE

PRESENT

REPERTORY DANCE THEATER

5) FORSALE

PEHSONALS

HAVI'.)YOU I~VER SAT IN the

CJ:JU.

ftiot~ ~
Trend s~ Shop

. .

TERMS: Pnyment must be made in lull prior to Insertion of advertisement

LOST A RING BINDER NOTEBOOK ON
CAlllPUS Friday. Title Is 111E300,
11!1•:414. Ydlow qundrillo tablet~ inside.
Nnme is Michitalm Yolwo. Call 266-6047.

Break Away In Springtime
Fashions for Guys 'n Gals

,1

Undergrad of the Year

Fiesta Committee
An organizational, open
meeting of the Fiesta Committee,
will be held in Union, room 250
E, April 28 at 8 p.m. Anyone
interested in participating on the
committee is invited.

21

•

•

CAMPUS JBRKEF§

Golfers ll ead for WAC Final
The Lobo golf team doesn't
play one home meet this season
but has had two first place
finishes and three second place

..

FORSALE

MUsTSELL: 1069 YAMAHA 100 cc.
r:ood candition-$200 or best o!Ier. Cnll
277-2960. 5/4
1964. KARli!IN.~G-H_I_A~Co70_N_V::-F-:;RTIBLE
nnd motor cycle helmet. Call 266-5384
nfter 5:00 P.M. 6/3
MUS'r SELL 1070 VW bug r/h ex. cond.
$1600.01). 266-2&38. 1>/8
NEW AM·FM CAR rndio--$25.00. Complete comp. sterro-$76.00~266-2538. 6/3
Ph.D. GOWN, v~r~ good condition, $20.00.
Hollywood bed with new mattress, $35.00.
Cnll before 9 A.M. and after 4 P.M. 2656300.
TOY POODLES REGISTERED WHITE·
CHAMPAGNE. Good pedigree, reasonable. 247·3449. 5/3
\vATJO:RIJioJD EX~~P~E=R:-:l:::Ec:cNc:C::E-;-w-h:-o-;lcs--,nl;-;e/
retail, beds $9-65, 20 mil. union cnrbidc
vinyl, 20 yeur gunrnntee. Heaters $12·35,
silicone rubber, 400 wntt, 11G v. thermonlnt. Wnterbed Experience, 2250 Polk,
S.I•'. Cnllf. Call (416) 441-6111/411·2744.
Dl•tributors wanted. 4/28
COMPLNrE~Lii.m oii''" ii:.,G"'u"'·r:-··=w=E=•'Io::G:::H::::T
foods for outdoorsmcn. Rich-Moor and
Wilson brands. ltltroductor s1tlc: less
lO(;f,. Fr<'mont's li~inc l~"oods, GGG Coronndo Center. 5/3
..
~
iii7i CAP"ni... nll op.tlons, r.ood condition.
Call 26H-3136 dnytmlr. 4/28
.
Acr{-siilwitiAN-IIUSICY l;UPPY, female
G months, terms avnilabl<'. 842·6730. 4/30

i;•riJ•iNi"w-sTEiiJio~n-,;;iJ]iii~;,;"~ilihAM~

l•'M multh>lox tunm· nnd ,Jtspenker &Ys·
tom. liM hlPUlq for tnpe nnd !>hono,
$(HJ.!lU or tcrnm. Unil~d l',r('ir.-ht Snles,
3!120 Sun Mntco, open 0 to !l, 4/ll

--.--

265·4759

~~

NEW MEXICO LOBO

WedneSday, At1ril·2S,l971

i6ili\n1s-r'AN_G_G._T._-2-8""9,....,.A-u-to_m_n""ti:-e-.-=E:--".
collent cond.tion. 268-8397 after 6:30
PM. 6/3
DYNA .:.70~P"'o"'w::E=·=R-Al\=!:::P,-,-,=ith:-:P::-ns-.-::3::-:X:-pr-e
amp. ..2 years old-excellent condiU011.
242-444(i. 4'.'.:3.:.0-c:-:::-:--:---:::-:---::;--;
ULUB JEAN HELLS in nil sizes. Now nt
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE.
SUliiMEH-SHIRTS-many co'i~red T-shlrta,
!:I:C'e\'C'JC3S, nnd string knits,. $1.60 to
$12.UJ. Lobo ll!en's' Shop, 2120 Centrnl

SE.~~-=~~==~~-~~~~~

1971 HAMBURGERS. Where? FHONTIER
HESTAURANT across from Popejoy
Hall. The lntest in broiled food. Cnll 266·
0660 for orders to go. 7 :30 to 7 :3~.:.. ~~
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
never been used. (7) fully equipped to
zig-za~. mnke buttonholes, etc. This is n
first time o!Icr and they will go fnst at
$40.96 apiece. We hnve threaded them
for your inspection. United Freight
Snlf.'ll, 3~20 Snn Mntco, op~en 9. to 9. 3/29
SELECT GROUP OE' BELL BOTTOMS
and flairs-only $5. Lobo Men 9 Shop,
~121l Central 8.E. 4/23

Saturday, May I-8: I5 P.M.

UNM Students with Act. Cards

April 30, 4:oo P.M.
Free to the Public
Telephone

MISCELLANEOUS

·--==::=::-c==--

GETIING IT TOGETHER?
Aro you aware of tho Mental Hcolt~
Team, providing counseling with stu·
dents for a variety of social·personal
difficullics? At the S!udont Heallh
Center, 277·3136

277·3121

"When I was
a child,
I thought
as a child;
now that I'm
a man I still
think
as a
child."

THHEE NEW 1971 stereo consoles com·
plcte with large delux Gerrard changer
and 4-spe:nltcr system. $87.50 eae:h or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 Snn
.Mateo, open 9 to~_9..:·..:4::../.:.6~~~--~
SAILING AROUND THE WORLD on a
three-muster Bn1tic Seboonet". Join us
!or a two-week cruise ot the At>gcan depatting Aug. 1 and 17. $400 from
Athens. Lnter date3 nnd other places
posoible for groups. Contact Schooner
Sofia, 240 Lomn~ Tiburon, California.
94920. 4/28
SKIN-CITY LEATHER nt 1419 Centrnl
N .. Y.J. !or fine leatherwork: purses, belts,
waistbolts, chokers and >nnny other
tlnn:.ls at fnir prices. 5/4
l'RIENDS OF THE EARl'H; 20,000
members, politicnl action, internntionnl
conservation group, which led cnmpnigns
as:ninst. the
Supersonic
Transport,
Trnns•Alnskn Pipeline, nnd Everglades
jetport; urgently needs volunteers in
the Albuquerque office. Will you give 4
hours n week for a livable environment 1
265-5738. 5/4
LOBO LITTLE LEAGUE bnsebnll needs
concllt~S for their Senior Divjsion. Seo.son
ln.sts to July 2. Cnll GIJ Sanchez nfter
6:00 P.M.-268-9725, 4/28 _
WANTED 'ro BUY: Indies 5 or 10 a peed
bicycle. 255-2151. 4/28
IF YOU'RE VACATING n house near
r.nmtms nnytirnc in June or J'ulyJ nlensc
r<ivo
me n -call
at 266-3354.
4/30
------- --ELTON JOHN CONCER1' MAY 15. Tickets nvnllnblc for $3.00 with student l.D.
nt sun ticket booth. 4/80
THE UNM CHILD CAitB:.:C~'O,..-O~P:o-:cis-t.,-n""k'"ln-g
rC'stime.s ror R. prc-sehool .SUllCrVisor. New
ll!exiro teaching certification and early
childhood experience is preferred. Call
277·2518 fot· appointment. 4/30

Price

Lecture-Demonstration Friday;

1

7>

J/2

Dennis Hopper

oenn1s HOPPeR
is THe AmeRican oneameR
His own Iife, fi Imed as he Iives it.
A Film By LAWRENCE SCHILLER and L. M. KIT CARSON
Distributed by Corda Productions, Inc. and EYR Programs
Ong•nal Soundtrack on Med~c1fiS Records

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
for reservations ca 11 277-5528

April 28-29

7-10 p.m.

doors open 6:30-9:30

SOUTHWESTERN STATES PREMIER

...____.._._~~·~·~- -~--~--
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White, O'Guinn Voted ASUNM Execs

"Gulp!"

Budget Rejected by Students

If The
Shoe Fits
By PAT McARDLE
A dust devil swirls across the mall,

piling ASUNM election leaflets in
drifts against the door of the Union.
More leaflets are thrown to the
ground as fast as they are shoved
into students' hands by three
hard-working coeds.
Posters and pamphlets flap on the
election bulletin board like feathers
on a molting bird. A band plays
under the bell tower to an
enthusiastic crowd, although only
the band members know that their
music is meant to win votes for a
. student government candidate.
Several candidates parade around
the campus in their Sunday best,
introducing themselves to students
who are often surprised to learn that
elections are tomorrow.
"What elections?"
"Student government, dummie."
"Is that so?"
The students of UNM (in actual
fact about 10 percent of them) are
going to the polls today to elect the
people who will decide where their
quarter of a million dollars in
student funds is to be spent next
year.
For some reason this doesn't
strike many students as being very
important. Possibly they have
become disillusioned with a student
government that has seemingly
dissolved into bickering factions. Or
perhaps, just perhaps, apathy has
finally reached a level at which no
amount of posters, buttons, leaflets,
bands or Sunday suits can effect a
cure.

WCC Knocks Laidlaw
To the Editor:
Our intention is to counter the
implication of Sarah Laidlaw's
editorial (April22) that the Women's
Coordinating Center (WCC) members
unreasonably insisted on keeping the
student senators up past their
bedtimes to consider the wee
budget.
The history of our encounters
with the Senate (especially the
budget and Finance Committee) is
one of evasion and secrecy on their
part. Three meetings were scheduled
and cancelled by the committee
without our prior notification. The
committee finally did consider our
request on Sunday, April 18, but
again we were not notified. We were
later allowed (Tuesday) to appear
before them but since our budget
had ruready been cut, the hearing
was only for placation.
Further evidence of the negative
attitude of the committee is a
comment by Sen. Ken White (on
Tuesday) that he was unwilling to
meet our request for $133 for
miscellaneous expenses because he
didn't "know about handing over
$133 to a woman" (unitemized).
At the Senate meeting it was
suggested that we simply come
before Senate some other time, but
considering all the shit we had to go
through this time, that wasn't a
practical alternative. Laidlaw implies
that Sen. Joanne Sanchez was wrong
in persisting with our bill, but
considering that there was no
discussion of it in committee, there
had to be discussion in Senate.
Indeed, a senator is a poor
representative if she holds personal
convenience more important . than
seeing her constituents' bill through.

Lobo
Letter
Policy
The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.
l

~

letters

Kathleen Winslow for Women's
Coordinating .ce~t,er -~~mbers
•

•

•

•

~

,

~

Loy Endorsement
To the Editor:
We have served with David Loy as
student senators and would like to
present to the general student body
the opinions we have formed from
that experience. We realize how
difficult it is for students to learn
about their elected ASUNM
representatives and we hope that our
experience will be of some benefit in
helping students to decide who is
best qualified for the office of
ASUNM president.
David Loy cannot be labeled
politically; he does not represent any
particular interest but is in fact a rare
animal in that regard. Although it
has become a cliche, Loy sincerely
wants to bring all segments of the
University together and his past
actions in student government are
the best proof of this. When tempers
flared, as they always seem to do in
Senate meetings, Loy has always
remained rational. and above all, fair.
In the area of experience, David
Loy excels the greatest. Although
the other candidates are sincere and
capable, most of ASUNM's present
ills can be traced to wellintentioned but inexperienced
people in office. His diligent and
hard work in sponsoring and working
for the success of ASUNM's few
outstanding programs speaks very
highly for him, and these include the
Fr~e University, People's Park and
the Committee on Statistics and
Research.
We feel justified in saying that if
someone were to ask any ASUNM
representative who has served with
David Loy, he would be unlikely to
hear anything but exemplary reports
of Loy's impartiality, dedication and
ability.
Kerry Sullivan .
Lou Storm
Sig Olsen

Spoon Feeding
To the Editor:
This is in regard to Lee Horner's,
the ASUNM attorney general,
nosition on student elections. He
~ants a five day election
guaranteeing everybody a chance to
vote. He says that the elections
committee is guilty of inexcusable
inefficiency.
I want to ask him some questions.
In the past election the largest voting
body wasn't even a third of the
student body. I was wondering if the
attorney general was going to stand
on the mall during his five day
election and grab people by the hand
and take them to the voting
machines? Ah, but while he is
grabbing one person three or four or
five or more will get away. I wonder
if he thought of this. At the end of
his election we can have a big
assembly in the Arena and check
IQ 's to make sure everyone has
voted, and he can tell some John
Doe or Mary Smith who hasn't voted
that the election won't be valid
unless he personally votes. Maybe
with past regular statistics on campus
election voting we can get everyone
to vote in about 10 or 11 days but it
doesn't matter though, because we
got everyone to vote, right Horner?
I am a candidate for an ASUNM
Senate position and I can't see how
spoon feeding is going to get that
many more people to vote. There are
twice as many machines this year.
Last spring election, which was two
days and supposedly got everyone
who wanted to vote without turning
anyone away when the polls closed,
could be handled with the greatest of
ease with this amount of machines,
and this was quote- unquote "a big
turn-out in a student election," but
we mustthinkof who might vote and
then he can tell all the candidates to
go to hell because he wants it this
way and has the power to do it.
Each candidate at least works for
two weeks, puts everything else
aside, doing as little as possible of
anything else to get ready for a one
day election. School is neglected. As
much time as possible is put into a
campaign, and it's centered on that
one day, but now Horner wants to
make it five days. I hope while he is
studying and doing what he has to
do he thinks of us candidates who
are taking the time to run, and say to
himself, "am I really worth it?"
Louis Mascarenas

..
Medals, Et Al.

War
medals and
commendations became just a pile
of litter in the Washington D.C.
streets as Vietnam Veterans
Against the War threw away their
military honors as part of protests
against the war in Indochina. The
decorations were delivered to
President Nixon in a body bag,
used for shipping casualties back
home.

Ken White and Jack O'Guinn After him came John D. Gonzales,
won their bids for ASUNM 312, and Leslie Burger, 271.
president and vice-president
Callaway told The Lobo she
yesterday, by margins of 134 and will contest the election and will
891 votes, respectively.
issue a statement today.
The new executives were
White and O'Guinn said they
handed the first problem of their had no theories of why the budget
administration as the student was defeated.
body killed the 1971·72 budget,
Intramural and recreation
722 yes, 978 no.
funding was the budget item the
White must now make two were most closely questioned
presidential recommendations on on during the campaign, said
a new budget, send it through the White. "Most of the people who
Finance Committee and then expressed an opinion on it were in
present it to Senate for final favor of funding," he said.
debate and ratification.
Neither of the newly·elected
A special election will be called officers said they knew who
for student approval of the new posted placards calling for the
budget.
budget's defeat all over the
· White and O'Guinn said they campus. White said he would like
are confident they can draw up "a to find out.
more acceptable to the students"
White said he want to meet
budget before the semester ends. with all concerned groups "so we
A revised constitution was can get to the r.oot of the problem
approved in yesterday's that caused the defeat of the
referendum, 1168 yes, 469 no.
budget."
Since White and O'Guinn
"Jack and I are both members
vacate Senate seats by their of the Finance Committee," said
White. "We know what the
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll problems are."
While the budget was voted
Vote Tallies
down by 256, the constitution
passed by a margin of 665.
President
This, said White, proved there
White .................. 1038
Loy ..... , .............. 904 were specific issues in the budget,
Callaway ................ 618 and not just general dissatisfaction
with Senate which killed the fiscal
plan.
"The problem is not in feeling
Vice President
against
Senate, but in the
O'Guinn ................ 1408
budget,"
he
said.
Johnson ................. 517
Gonzales ................ 312
Burger .•.....•.......... 271
Budget
Yes ....•.......•........ 722
No ............•........ 97 8
Constitution
Yes ......•............. 1168
No ..................... 469
lilllllllllllll:llillllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiii!IIIIIIIIIIIJ:IIIIIIIIIIIIIIlillllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllll

election, 12 Senators were
elected- not 10, as planned
originally.
New Senators are Dennis Ray,
1407 · Dave Bruer, 1355; Janice
Arnoid 1372; Jon Smith, 1306;
Charl~s Hickam, 1292; Anita
Looney, 1249; Arlene Cinelli,
1234· Roger Chavez, 1135; Dolly
Juare~, lOBS; Ben Prinkey 1072;
Dale Koogler, 1055 and J.D.
Herrera, 1050.
.
.
Runners·up in the prestdentml
race are David Loy, 904, and
Linda Callaway, 618.
Sam Johnson ran second for
vice president with 517 votes.

O'Guinn, who will preside over
Senate mPAtin_gs as vice president
of ASUNM said he feels the
Senate "needs leadership,"
He called for a permanent
parliamentarian to insure better
organization at the meetings.
Senate has had a parliamentarian
"on and off" this year, he said,
but a full time officer is needed,
O'Guinn said he hopes to hear
opinions on issues from as many
groups on campus as possible.
"I feel I can talk with the
people and get some feedback
going," he said.
Through such discussions, he
said he hopes to find what
students really want.
In a brief acceptance statement
delivered on KUNM last night,
White said he hopes his beaten
opponents will stay in student
government, working in an
advisory capacity.
"I will attempt to unify all the
many factions that are
represented on this campus," he
said.
He promised to work closely
with students and the
administration to evolve "a viable
fiscal policy."
Earlier in Lhe evening a brief
scuffle between an unidentified
man and Susan Hansen, UNM
student who identified herself as a
Callaway supporter took place
shortly after final tabulation of
the election in the Union.

Pre-Registration Stumbles
T award May 1 Deadline

As the deadline draws nearer,
UNM students are still reluctant
to turn in their pre·registration
packets. As of 3 p.m. yesterday,
only 5100 of an estimated 10,000
to 12,000 returning students had
returned the course requested
cards to the record's office.
Assistant Registrar Robert
Weaver reiterated the noon
Saturday deadline.
"We're going ahead with the
new pre-registration system. It
may be a modest start, but.,..t least
we have started. We had hoped for
a better turn out."
Weaver urges every student,
who has even the slightest 'chance
of returning next year to turn in a
course request. The cashier's
office will bill the student later
for classes in which he is actually
enrolled. If the student has since

decided not to return to UNM, he
can just throw the bill and
schedule confirmation away. The
record's office will disenroll him if
the forms are not returned by
Aug. 5.
Students holding their class
cards waiting for the new catalog
should forget it. It will be at least
six more weeks before the catalog
is completed.
If you have any questions
about a class, don't be hesitant
about calling the department
chairman listed in the schedule of
classes. Ir you have questions
concerning filling out the course
request card, call Weaver's office,
2 7 7-2125. If you get hassled
about asking questions, call either
Weaver's office or The Lobo,
277·4202.

Johnny Came Marching Home to Ask-Why?

Vets Fight Against Vietnam War

Local Veteran

Thursday, April29, 1971
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As a colu m~ of VIetnam
Vet eArans Aga{Il~t thet ~~~~
(VV W) marcle
pas
headquarters for the ~aughters of
the American RevolutiOn on route
to the Capitol last we~k, a wom~,n
called from the sidewalk,
I
wonder what this w::l do to the
morale of the troops.
.
And o!Hi of the marchers
replied, "We are the troops."
For the mo~t par~, the
occupation forces m Washmgton,
D.C. for Operation pewey
Canyon III were well recmved by
the civilians.
"We wouldn't have been able to
function without t h em, " sat'd
John Mateczun, one of the UNM
PicLures by Steve Cleavenger
An Albuquerque veteran vets.
Citizens of Washington gave thE>
protesting the war in !ndo?~ina,
veterans
food, money, free
Bob Maland; wcats hts mthtary
transportation and offered
fatigues and battle ribbons with
housing when an inj~nction was
other demonstrating ex·soldiers.
issued against . campmg on the
The "temporary incursion" into
Capitol
Mall, satd Mateczun.
the nation's capitol, code named
The
five·day
"limited incursion
· Operation Dewey Canyon III, was .
into the land of Congress" was
staged by the vets i!l pr~tcst to
not marred by violence.
the U.S. presence m Vtetnam,
The 1100 lobbying ex·soldiers
Laos and Cambodia.

· ta ed
s
Y .

grouped

in

state

de~~$:·~~~-

everything together,"
VVAW
. ber Gordon
s~I.
"
mem
Gilhes. We ate together, slept
togeth.er,, worked together.··
everythmg.
·
'd.

ro~e:~~~h ~~~ito~se~li~~~~~~

~l~erson

and Joseph M. Montoya
d Representatives Manuel Lujall
:~d Harold Runnels.
"We didn't expect any firm
mmitments "said Mateczun.
co The conferences were held
bee use "we feel we know things
the a Pentagon will never tell the
Senator " said Gillies.
• • We' feel Congress was
responsive to us," said Mateczun,
"but the administration wasn't."
Friday, as Dewey Canyon III
wound down to a stop, combat
veterans threw their· n:e.dals,
commendations and ~uhtary
papers of all sorts ~:m the sidewalk
in front of. the Capitol.
"Throwmg my medals ,aw~y
meant a great deal to me, . sa1d
Gillies. "I don't thi~k it ';?eant as
much to most Amencans.

The whole operation, said
Gillies was designed to inform
peopl~ of what is happening in
Vietnam.
"We don't want the people to
vote in June without knowing
what we had to tell them," said
Gillies "It would have been a
crimin.al act for us to stay quiet."
Viet~am Veterans -:'-gainst f:he
War w!ll hold a special mee~mg
tonight at 7:30p.m. in the Umon,
room 250-C to t~lk about the
march on Washington, D.C.,
~peration Dewey Cany<?n !II· All
mterested. students are m~1ted to
t a 1k w 1 th the Washmgton
m_a_r_c_h_e_r_s._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
....
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Bauin Resigns
Ronald Baum, director
of the Union, told The
Lobo Wednesday that he
resigned about a month
ago, effective June 30,
1971.
He declined to
comment further except
to say it was "for personal
reasons."

